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Although the strengths of optical nonlinearities available experimentally have been rapidly increasing in
recent years, significant challenges remain to using such nonlinearities to produce useful quantum devices
such as efficient optical Bell state analyzers or universal quantum optical gates. Here we describe a new
approach that avoids the current limitations by combining strong nonlinearities with active Gaussian
operations in efficient protocols for Bell state analyzers and controlled-SIGN gates.
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Introduction.—It has long been the dream of the
quantum optics community to use nonlinear optical interactions to produce deterministic quantum logic operations,
such as a controlled-SIGN (CZ) gate, between individual
photons [1]. In combination with easily implemented single
qubit operations, the CZ gate produces a universal set of
quantum logic operations that would enable applications
from quantum repeaters to full scale quantum computation
with photons. Unfortunately, not only is it very difficult to
achieve the strengths of nonlinearity required for such
gates, but it has been predicted for several candidate
systems that strong nonlinearities inevitably add noise
and/or distort the optical modes of the single photons
sufficiently that successful operation, even under ideal
conditions, is impossible [2–4].
One such candidate system with various possible
physical implementations is a single two-level emitter
deterministically coupled to a one-dimensional photonic
waveguide. We will refer to such a system here as a twolevel scatterer (TLS). One interesting capability of such
systems is to separate the single- and two-photon components of an optical mode into two separate modes. This
has been referred to as photon sorting [5]. In principle,
photon sorting, if efficient and mode preserving, could be
used to perform full Bell measurements and to implement
deterministic quantum logic gates between photonic
qubits. However, it has been shown that the TLS introduces
mode distortion between the single- and two-photon
components in the form of spectral entanglement of the
two-photon component [3], which has been argued
to be unavoidable [4]. As a result, photon sorting is
inefficient. While it has been shown that by combining
multiple interactions with a TLS with linear optics it is
possible to perform near deterministic Bell measurements,
the proposed scheme requires 80 separate scattering
events to obtain a probability of success of about
95% [5].
0031-9007=15=114(17)=173603(5)

Here we show that by adding active Gaussian optics to
our tool box of scatterer plus passive linear optics we are
able to perform a deterministic Bell measurement using
only 4 interactions with a TLS. Similarly, in principle, it
becomes possible to implement deterministic quantum
logic gates in this way. Ironically, it is by exploiting the
inherent mode distortion of the scatterer that these operations become possible.
Action of the scatterer.—We consider a TLS formed by
placing a two-level emitter in a nanophotonic cavity or
waveguide that is designed for unidirectional interaction
[6–8], cf. Fig. 1(a). The monochromatic creation operator
for the input mode, with wave number k, is scattered such
that the corresponding creation operator for the output
mode is given by [9]
â†k;in → tk â†k;out ;

ð1Þ

where
tk ¼

ck − ω0 þ iðγ − ΓÞ=2
;
ck − ω0 þ iðγ þ ΓÞ=2

ð2Þ

with c the speed of light, ω0 the resonant frequency of
the two-level emitter, Γ the coupling strength between
the emitter and a unidirectional waveguide mode and
γ, the coupling strength of the emitter to modes other
than the directional waveguide mode of interest.
Equation (1) describes a linear transformation similar
to that produced by reflection from a single ended optical
cavity. In general, the output state will be mixed due to
losses into other modes and the relevant figure of merit is
the directional β factor defined as βdir ¼ Γ=ðγ þ ΓÞ [8].
In the ideal case for which losses are negligible, i.e.,
γ ¼ 0, the scattering is unitary and we can write the
input-output relation for a single-photon state with an
arbitrary pulse shape fðkÞ as
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j2f i → j2f0 i þ j2fb i;

ð6Þ

where
Z
j2f0 i ¼

dk1 dk2 fðk1 Þtk1 â†k1 ;out fðk2 Þtk2 â†k2 ;out j0i

ð7Þ

and
Z
j2fb i ¼

dk1 dk2 dp1 dp2 T k1 ;k2 ;p1 ;p2
× fðk1 Þâ†p1 ;out fðk2 Þâ†p2 ;out j0i:

ð8Þ

The solution in the form of Eq. (6) was presented in
Ref. [5]. However, it is clear from the normalization of
Eq. (6) that the states of Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) are not
orthogonal. Improved physical insight into the process can
be obtained by rewriting Eq. (6) in terms of orthogonal
states. We obtain
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Possible physical implementations of
an efficient TLS exploiting unidirectional coupling obtained by
implementing a two-level emitter in a chiral photonic-crystal
waveguide (left) [8], a whispering-gallery resonator (middle) [7],
or a photonic-crystal cavity (right) [6]. (b) η as a function of the
spectral width of the incoming pulse in the case of a Lorentzian
spectral response and for three different values of the βdir factor
(βdir ¼ 1 is the top solid line). The dashed lines show ϵ21 =2 for the
different values of βdir . Where the solid and corresponding dashed
lines meet are the optimal operation points. In order to minimize
loss, the crossing points at higher spectral widths should be
chosen as the operation points.

Z
j1f i ¼
→ j1f0 i ¼

Z

η ¼ 12 jh2f0 j2fb ij;

ð10Þ

and j2̄f0 i is a normalized state satisfying h2f0 j2̄f0 i ¼ 0. The
value of η depends on the specific pulse shape chosen for
the input state. It can be calculated analytically for pulses
with a Lorentzian spectral shape and is found to be
η¼

ð3Þ

We now consider two-photon inputs. The equivalent of
Eq. (1) for a pair of monochromatic creation operators with
wave numbers k1 and k2 is [3,10]
â†k1 ;in â†k2 ;in → tk1 â†k1 ;out tk2 â†k2 ;out
þ T k1 ;k2 ;p1 ;p2 â†p1 ;out â†p2 ;out ;

ð9Þ

where

dkfðkÞâ†k;in j0i
dkfðkÞtk â†k;out j0i:

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
j2f i → ð1 − 2ηÞj2f0 i þ 2 ηð1 − ηÞj2̄f0 i;

ð4Þ

where
pﬃﬃﬃ
i Γ
T k1 ;k2 ;p1 ;p2 ¼
δðk1 þ k2 − p1 − p2 Þsp1 sp2 ðsk1 þ sk2 Þ;
2π
ð5Þ
pﬃﬃﬃ
with sk ¼ ð1=i ΓÞð1 − tk Þ. Equation (4) describes a highly
nonlinear interaction that produces entanglement between
the spectral components of the two input photons. Again
considering the ideal case for which γ ¼ 0, we can write

4Γ2 σð3Γ2 þ 38Γσ þ 96σ 2 Þ
;
ðΓ þ 2σÞ3 ð3Γ þ 2σÞðΓ þ 6σÞ

ð11Þ

where σ is the width of the Lorentzian. A plot of the
behavior of Eq. (11) as a function of σ is shown in Fig. 1(b).
If it was possible to achieve η ¼ 1 then one could directly
use two TLSs to build a deterministic CZ gate as the
transformation would essentially be a nonlinear SIGN shift
(NS) gate—imposing a phase flip on the two-photon
component but not the single-photon component of the
state [11]. It would also be possible to achieve deterministic
photon sorting via the scheme in Ref. [5]. Unfortunately,
numerically it appears that η is bounded by 0 ≤ η < 0.75.
Efficient photon sorting.—One solution to this problem
is to operate instead with η ¼ 0.5, which is easily achieved
with either a Lorentzian [see Fig. 1(b)] or Gaussian [5]
mode function. An arbitrary superposition of single and
two-photon components is then transformed by the TLS as
αj1f i þ ξj2f i → αj1f0 i þ ξj2̄f0 i:

ð12Þ

With this choice of parameters the one- and two-photon
components are completely mapped into copropagating,
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but orthogonal, spatiotemporal modes which can, in principle, be perfectly separated with Gaussian transformations.
This conclusion continues to be true for βdir < 1 as shown
in Fig. 1(b). Now the matching condition is η ¼ ϵ21 =2,
where ϵ1 is the probability that a single photon is scattered
into the output mode by the TLS (see Supplemental
Material [12] for details).
Because the modes have overlapping spectral and
temporal domains, passive filtering will not be sufficient
to perfectly separate them—instead active filtering is
required. In particular, consider sum frequency generation
(SFG). It was shown in Ref. [13] that by using suitably
engineered SFG a quantum pulse gate can be produced that
can efficiently extract a particular spatiotemporal mode
from a multimode field. This works by choosing the pump
field to perfectly match the spatiotemporal mode to be
extracted. After interaction with a χ ð2Þ nonlinear crystal it is
this—and only this—mode that is converted to the sum
frequency. A passive frequency filter will then suffice to
split the field into separate beams. The procedure is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 2(a) and can be represented
mathematically as
ðαj1f i þ ξj2f iÞj0ia →ðαj1f0 i þ ξj2̄f0 iÞj0ia
TLS

→αj0ij1f ia þ ξj2̄f ij0ia ;
SFG

0

0

ð13Þ

where the mode function of the classical pump beam for the
SFG is tk fðkÞ and the ket (initially in the vacuum state)

FIG. 2 (color online). Components of the photon sorter and Bell
measurement device. (a) The photon sorter is constructed from a
TLS followed by SFG, where the classical pump is in the mode
f0 , followed by a dichroic beam splitter that separates the singlephoton component at the sum frequency from the two-photon
component at the original frequency. (b) A Bell measurement can
be implemented with linear optics and four-photon sorters as
shown. The four Bell states are unambiguously determined by the
measurement of photons at particular detector combinations. In
particular, jψ þ i: 1, 4, or 3, 2; jψ − i: 1, 2 or 3, 4; jϕþ i: 5, 8 or 6, 7;
jϕ− i: 5, 7 or 6, 8.
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labeled with the subscript a is an ancilla mode at the sum
frequency. Hence, using a single TLS plus sum frequency
generation and passive filtering it is possible to produce a
deterministic photon sorter. One should compare this with
Ref. [5] where (assisted by only linear optics) 10 TLSs (or
perhaps 10 interactions with a single TLS) are required to
achieve, in principle, 95% separation of the one and twophoton components.
Bell measurement.—Equipped with a deterministic
photon sorter it is straightforward to construct a circuit
from passive linear optics that can implement deterministic
Bell measurements on dual rail single-photon qubits. A
dual rail qubit is where the logical value of the qubit is
determined by which of the two orthogonal modes is
occupied, i.e., j0iL ¼ j1iu j0il and j1iL ¼ j0iu j1il , where
number kets for the two modes are labeled u (upper) and
l (lower). The circuit is shown in Fig. 2(b), where the
qubits are labeled as Q1 and Q2 at the inputs and the
orthogonal modes making up the qubits are shown as
separate spatial rails. We note that it does not matter that
the single-photon and two-photon components of the
state end up in different spatiotemporal modes (at different average frequencies) because (i) the coherent interactions that occur after the photon sorters only superpose
modes containing two-photon components, hence, these
interactions occur between matched modes; and (ii), in
the end destructive measurements are made on all the
modes that have been through the photon sorters. If
βdir < 1 then there will be loss in the TLS and there will
be heralded failure events when the photons do not make
it through the circuit (see Supplemental Material [12] for
a discussion and graph of the probability of success).
Deterministic CZ gate.—Given deterministic Bell measurements it is possible to construct a deterministic CZ gate
using the techniques of gate teleportation [14] and linear
optical quantum computing [11]. The necessary circuit is,
however, quite complex, requiring significant off-line
optical resources for state preparation and, hence, either
quantum memory or sophisticated real-time optical switching. In addition, such a gate necessarily includes electrooptic feedforward.
It is interesting to ask if, alternatively, the TLS nonlinearity plus Gaussian optics is sufficient to directly
implement a deterministic CZ gate in an all-optical
arrangement. In the following, we show that this is
possible, in principle, with TLS, SFG, gradient echo
memory (GEM) and linear optics. The setup is shown
schematically in Fig. 3. We start with an input light field
containing zero-, one-, and two-photon terms that can be
written as
αj0i þ ξj1f i þ γj2f i:

ð14Þ

As described in the previous section, the combination of
TLS and SFG with a suitable classical pump leads to a state
of the form
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FIG. 3 (color online). Components of the NS gate and deterministic CZ gate. (a) The NS gate is constructed from a TLS
followed by SFG, where the classical pump is in the mode f 0 .
This is followed by a π phase shift which is imposed only on the
two-photon term. If βdir < 1 then the loss is also applied only to
the two-photon term. A second SFG then reverses the frequency
shift, followed by short term storage in a GEM that inverts the
pulse shape. Finally, the inverted pulse is sent through a second
TLS that recombines the one- and two-photon terms back into the
same mode. If the initial mode shape was time symmetric then the
overall effect will be that of an NS gate, i.e., to impose a π phase
shift only on the two-photon terms while leaving the mode shapes
unchanged. (b) The resultant NS gates can be incorporated in a
simple linear optical circuit to produce a CZ gate. Beam splitters
on the outer arms are required if βdir < 1 in order to resymmetrize
the state.

αj0ij0ia þ ξj0ij1f0 ia þ γj2̄f0 ij0ia :

ð15Þ

Because of the different frequencies of the one- and twophoton components they can be addressed individually,
hence, we impose a π phase shift only on the two-photon
term—in Fig. 3 we represent this by spatially separating the
beams, imposing the phase shift, and then recombining
them, but in practice easier techniques, such as using a
wave shaper may be available. SFG is a reversible process,
thus, by choosing a suitable phase relationship between the
classical pump and the beams, the one-photon component
can be converted back to its original centre frequency. The
output state after this manipulation is
αj0i þ ξj1f0 i − γj2̄f0 i:

ð16Þ

We now wish to undo the initial separation of the one and
two-photon terms into orthogonal modes by interacting
with the TLS a second time. However, the mode distortion
is not time symmetric so we must first invert the pulse shape
of the modes. This can be achieved using a gradient echo
memory [15,16]. The GEM can be thought of as a material
containing an ensemble of two-level atoms that can absorb
and store an incident light pulse as it passes through it.
During the storage or writing process a field gradient is
applied to the material, producing a spatially selective
storage of the different frequency components of the input
signal. To release or readout the pulse, the gradient is
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reversed and the light emerges from the other end of the
material. However, the reversal of the gradient results in the
shape of the pulse being inverted between input and output.
In particular, in the limit that the storage bandwidth of the
memory is much larger than the bandwidth of the pulse and
the storage time of the memory is much longer than the
pulse length, the action of the memory on an optical mode
operator can be expressed as [17]
Z
âin ðtÞ ¼ dkFðkÞe−ikt âk
Z
GEM
→ dkFð−kÞe−ikðt−TÞ âk :
ð17Þ
The pulse is delayed by a time T and the pulse shape is
inverted. An explicit calculation confirms that if the state of
Eq. (16) is transformed according to Eq. (17) and then
interacted a second time with a TLS, the final output is
αj0i þ ξj1f i − γj2f i;

ð18Þ

where we have assumed the initial mode shape was time
symmetric. The total transformation from Eqs. (14) to (18)
is characteristic of a nonlinear-SIGN (NS) gate, as introduced
in Ref. [11]. Two NS gates can be combined with linear
optics to make a CZ gate as shown in Fig. 3(b). Consider
first the case for which βdir ¼ 1 and, hence, ϵ1 ¼ 1. All but
one of the possible two qubit logical input states lead to
only zero-or one-photon occupation of the interferometer
containing the NS gates in the central region of the circuit.
The exception is the logical state with the lower rail of Q1
occupied and the upper rail of Q2 occupied. In this case,
because of the Hong Ou Mandel effect [18], the only
allowed photon arrangements in the central interferometer
are a pair of photons through the upper NS gate or a pair of
photons through the lower NS gate. Hence, only in this case
a phase is imposed on the output state as required for a CZ
gate. Notice that all the mode distortions are undone, hence
a network of such gates may be used to implement
universal quantum computation using single-photon inputs.
In Ref. [11] the NS gate was implemented with linear optics
and had a probability of success of 25%, hence leading to a
CZ gate with probability of success 6.25%. Here the NS gate
and hence the CZ gate are, in principle, deterministic. In the
case for which βdir < 1 the gate will no longer be
deterministic because photons can be lost in the TLS. In
this case additional loss elements need to be introduced into
the gate to ensure the qubit states do not become skewed
[see Fig. 3(b) and the Supplemental Material [12] for
discussion and plot of the probability of success).
Discussion.—We have shown that a deterministic Bell
measurement and CZ gate can be implemented by combining a nonlinear element with active and passive Gaussian
optics. This is possible in spite of (or perhaps because of)
the mode distortion produced by the nonlinear element. We
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now discuss the challenges involved in implementing our
schemes by briefly reviewing the state of the art for the
various components.
Different platforms have been experimentally shown to
be suitable for constructing a TLS [19] [see Fig. 1(a)].
Single atoms and single quantum dots that are coupled to
either photonic nanostructures [6,20–22] or whispering
gallery mode resonators [7,23] are the most promising at
optical frequencies. Furthermore, transmon qubits in 1D
transmission lines can be employed in the microwave
regime [24]. In the case of quantum dots in photoniccrystal waveguides, coupling efficiencies of 98.4% have
been demonstrated in experiments on emission dynamics
[22]. For the coherent scattering applications considered
here any pure dephasing, spectral diffusion, and Raman
scattering into the phonon-sideband will limit the performance. Excitingly, 97% indistinguishability of single
photons [25] and about 95% of the emission in the zerophonon line [26] have been experimentally reported. Mode
selectivity of 80%, with bandwidths compatible with
quantum dot TLSs, has been experimentally demonstrated
for SFG [27], with excellent prospects for improvement.
Hence, the technology required for implementing the Bell
measurement protocol currently exists. The bottle neck in
our CZ gate protocol is likely to be the GEM memories
which, while showing good storage times and efficiency,
currently operate with bandwidths around a MHz—and,
hence, are currently incompatible with quantum dot bandwidths of around 320 MHz. Nevertheless, there does not
seem to be any, in principle, reasons why GEM of the
necessary bandwidth could not be realized.
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